The position and attitude controls of flapping wing flyers are challenging because of their inherent instabilities. Insects can cope with such difficulties by finely and quickly tuning their wing kinematics. In addition, it is known that insects change their posture through the joint between thorax and abdomen in response to visual stimuli. In this study, the effect of the body flexion on the flight dynamics of a hovering hawkmoth are investigated numerically by using an in-house computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and a flexible body dynamics (FBD) solvers. For an integrated understanding of the effects of the body flexion, the curved or flexible body models, which replicate the longitudinal active and passive body flexion respectively, are developed. Our computational results indicate that the slight change of the center of mass (CoM) caused by the active body flexion alters the total aerodynamic torque, which result in the large pitch-up or pitch down of the body within a few wingbeat cycles. It is also found that, even though the rigid body pitches up in free-flight with a measured wing kinematics, the mild flexibility in the body can maintain the body attitude without any control. These results point out the importance of the CoM position on the flight dynamics and control of a flapping flight and, furthermore, the possibility of the simple but effective flight-control system with the body flexion for a bio-inspired MAV.
Introduction
Insect flight has been attracting attentions from researchers who wish to develop novel bio-inspired micro air vehicles (MAV). Their smart maneuver is, in general, achieved by controlling aerodynamic forces with flapping wings in response to the sensory inputs (Taylor, 2001) . In order to understand the flight dynamics and the mechanics of the control, various studies with theoretical or numerical models have been undertaken (Hedrick and Daniel, 2006 , Frye, 2001 , Wu, et al., 2009 , Sun, et al., 2007 , which suggest some difficulties in the attitude control of flapping wing flyers. For example, Sun et al. (2007) reported that there is the inherent instability in pitch direction and suggested that active neural feedback is required for pitch stabilization.
It is also known that insects can change their postures in longitudinal and lateral directions through a joint between thorax and abdomen (Camhi, 1970 , Baader, 1990 , Götz, et al., 1979 , Zhanker, 1988 , Kammer, 1971 , Fry, et al., 2003 , Luu, et al., 2011 , Hinterwirth and Daniel, 2010 , Dyhr et al., 2013 . For example, the abdominal responses of a hawkmoth, Manduca sexta, under visual stimuli are observed in pitch direction more than yaw or roll direction (Hinterwirth and Daniel, 2010, Dyhr et al., 2013) . Even though the body flexion looks small, it can affect the flight dynamics and stabilities (Kim and Han, 2014, Yokoyama, et al., 2013) . In order to understand the flight dynamics of insects with the body flexion and to find novel control strategies for MAV, we investigate the effect of the longitudinal active and passive body flexion on flight dynamics by using an in-house CFD and FBD solver. The active body flexion is assumed to be static flexion of the body, and the kinematics model is constructed on the basis of the observations (Dyhr et al., 2013) . The passive body models that have the flexibility in a joint between thorax and abdomen are also constructed with a three-dimensional flexible beam model. Based on the simulated results, we further discuss on the flight control and stability of the flyers with the active and passive abdominal flexion in terms of the design of flapping-winged MAVs.
Methods

Morphological and kinematic models of a hovering hawkmoth
In this study, we use the morphological model of a hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli, that was originally developed by Aono & Liu (2006) on the basis of the two-dimensional digitized image. The realistic kinematic model of a hovering hawkmoth is based on the measurement of the hawkmoth Manduca sexta, by Willmott and Ellington (1997) . Note that wing kinematics model is constructed with the Fourier series as the same way in Liu et al. (1998a) . Figure 1A and B show the definitions of three-dimensional movement of a flapping wing and the time-series data of each angle for flapping wing. The major parameter used in this study, including the parameter used for an in-house CFD and a FBD solver are also shown in Table 1 . 
Computational fluid dynamic solver
For the analysis of the flow field around the hawkmoth model, we used an in-house computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver based on a finite volume method and a fortified Navier-Stokes solver for a multi-blocked, overset-grid system (Liu and Kawachi, 1998b, Liu, 2009) . The governing equations are the three-dimensional, incompressible, unsteady Navier-Stokes equations written in strong conservation form for mass and momentum. The artificial compressibility method is used by adding a pseudo time derivative of pressure to the equation of continuity. For an arbitrary deformable control volume V(t), the non-dimensionalized governing equations are (1) where In the preceding equations, is the pseudo-compressibility coefficient; p is pressure; u, v, and w are velocity components in Cartesian coordinate system X, Y, and Z; t denotes physical time while  is pseudo time; and Re is the Reynolds number. Note that the term q associated with the pseudo time is designed for an inner-iteration at each physical time step, and will vanish when the divergence of velocity is driven to zero so as to satisfy the equation of continuity.
The fortified Navier-Stokes solution algorithm is achieved by adding forcing terms to the Navier-Stokes equations; by introducing the generalized Reynolds transport theorem and by employing the Gauss integration theorem, an integrated form of the Eq. (1) in general curvilinear coordinate system is obtained as (2) where f = (F+F v , G+G v , H+H v ); S(t) denotes the surface of the control volume; n=(n x , n y , n z ) are components of the unit outward normal vector corresponding to all the faces of the polyhedron cell; u g is the local velocity of the moving cell surface. The switching parameter  is set to be sufficiently large, compared to all the other terms in the region, and where the solution q f is available by the subset equations, and zero outside the region. For >> 1, the added source term simply forces q = q f ; otherwise it blends q with q f . When = 0, the equations go back to the ordinary Navier-Stokes equations.
In this study, a Cartesian grid is adopted as the background and the global grid as shown in Fig. 2A . More detail about the CFD solver, including the techniques about the multi-blocked and overset-grid system can be found in Liu (2009) and Maeda and Liu (2013) .
Flexible body dynamics solver
For the analysis of the six-degrees of freedom (6DoF) flight and passive body flexions of a flying hawkmoth, a flexible body dynamics (FBD) solver with a three-dimensional beam model (The JSME, 2006 were adopted. The flexible beam model is located on the central axis of the body grid and the wing-base of the right and left wing grids as depicted in Fig. 3A . Note that the beam elements located on the central axis was divided into three part of the head, the thorax and the abdomen and the mass of each part was determined based on the measurement of the hawkmoth Manduca sexta, by Hedrick and Daniel (2006) as shown in Table 1 . In addition, we note that the aerodynamic forces on the wings act to the two wing base nodes. The governing equation is formulated on the basis of update reference frame method, which is included in the finite element method. In this method, the nonlinear restoring force and stiffness matrix are calculated on a basis of small deformation theories. The governing equation of the FBD solver is expressed as (3) where M expresses the lumped mass matrix, C the damping matrix, K L the linear stiffness matrix, f int the nonlinear restoring force, f ext the external force, and q the positions and orientations in the global frame. Note that in the present study, each element changes the position not only by the deformation but also by the whole-body motion. Thus the restoring force is expressed as a nonlinear function of the displacement. For the integration, we use Newmark-β for nonlinear problems. The tangent stiffness matrix K N for the time integration is expressed as the partial derivative of f int as
Head (8) Thorax (9) Abdomen ( The K N can be divided into two parts as (5) where K G is the geometric stiffness matrix and K O is the elastic deformation matrix.
Active and passive body models
Firstly, in order to see the effect of the active body flexion on flight dynamics, we constructed body models with a static flexion based on the measurement of the active body flexion under the visual stimuli by Dyhr et al. (2013) . Figure  4A -C show the three body models that have a straight body, a convex body and a concave body, respectively. Note that the abdominal angle of the convex and concave body models is adjusted to be approximately and -15 Moreover, the differences of the moment of inertia in the pitch direction due the change of these abdominal angles are less than 0.5 percent of the value of that of the straight body model. The center of mass (CoM) position in each body model is also shown in Fig. 4D . Note that the CoM position was calculated based on the masses and positions of all the nodes in global coordinate system such as: (6) where m i expresses the mass of each node and x i , y i , z i the positions of each node in the global coordinate system. Note that in this study, the number of all the nodes, including the wing base nodes is 43.
In this study, the active body flexion is assumed to be static. Accordingly, the flight dynamics with active body flexion is simulated under the high stiffness condition in which we can treat the body as a rigid body model without passive abdominal flexion (Fig. 3C) . Such conditions are achieved by changing the Young's modulus of all elements to 1.0×10 5 MPa. Furthermore, with consideration of minimizing the influence of the wing kinematics on flight dynamics to accurately evaluate the active body flexion, we performed all the simulations after an appropriate tuning of the wing kinematics. More details are given in section 2.5. Furthermore, we carried out an extended study on the effect of the dynamic-and passive-body flexion on flight dynamics by changing the Young's moduli at the three joint elements between thorax and abdomen of E j0 and E j1 with E j1 = 2E j0 (Fig. 3B) . Here E j0 are set to be 0.025, 0.030, 0.045 and 0.1 MPa, respectively. The Young's modulus E j0 = 1.0×10 5 MPa was chosen for a rigid body model as used for the active body flexion and was distributed uniformly across each cross section. Configuration of PD (Proportional -Derivative) control system.
Flight control system
For a pure evaluation of the effect of active body flexion, the wing kinematics was refined to realize that the cycle-averaged thoracic angle of the straight body model (Fig. 4A ) is capable to maintain the initial thoracic angle  t = 40 during free-flight. This 'designable' wing kinematics was constructed via an in-house PD (ProportionalDerivative) flight control system, which was originally developed by Gao (2011) . The configuration of the flight control system is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In this control system, errors between the sensed body attitude/position and the desired values that are set as the hovering conditions are fed back to the PD controller at the end of each wingbeat cycle. For the sensed data, we take the last-period-averaged values of the body position, the attitude, and the time derivative. The PD control algorithm is expressed as (7) where O w is the output values which are treated as the wing kinematic parameters; K P is proportional gain; K D is derivative gain; and e(t) is the error between the current attitude/position and the desired value. The output obtained from the controller is a set of slightly modified wing kinematics for the next wingbeat cycle, which is forwarded to the CFD solver as the input. Then a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem based on the CFD and FBD coupling is solved with the refined kinematics parameters. Note that the parameters used for longitudinal control are positional angle, feathering angle, stroke plane angle and flapping frequency. The body position and its attitude are fixed in the first wing beat as a tethered model but are released after then so as to perform the free-flight. Note that the refined wing kinematics and the transition from tethered flight to free-flight are adopted only to the active body flexion analysis.
Results and Discussion
Refined wing kinematics via flight control system
The refined wing kinematics are constructed using the averaged values during the period where can be treated as the hovering flight. Figure 6 shows the time course of the thoracic angle (Fig. 6A ) and the trajectory of CoM in X-Z plane (Fig. 6B) . It is seen that the stable state of the time course of thoracic angle after the 4th wingbeat cycle and the elliptical trajectory of the CoM during the period of t/T = 7 to 9. It is also seen that these condition are achieved in the different attitude and position from the initial attitude and position which are given to flight control system as the desired values. This is mainly due to the steady-state deviation and more accurate trimmed flight can be achieved with introducing PID control system. Moreover, it is seems that more exhaustive gain adjustment is required for more accurate trimmed flight because there are small oscillation of the cycle-averaged thoracic angle over the stable state. Although these results show room for improvement on the current control system, we adopted the averaged wing kinematics during the 8th and 9th wing beat cycle as the refined wing kinematics. The refined wing kinematics are illustrated in Fig. 7 . Note that the refined stroke plane angle and frequency are 23.4 and 22.4 Hz, respectively.
Effect of active body flexion
Our computational results indicate that active body flexion in terms of variations in body posture can lead to pronounced changes in body attitude. Figure 8 shows the comparisons of the time courses of aerodynamic pitching torques acting on wings and body (Fig. 8A ) and the time-averaged aerodynamic torques (Fig. 8B ) among three models with different CoMs. It is seen that the positive and negative aerodynamic torques apparently correspond with the pitch-up and pitch-down of the body. The influence of these aerodynamic torques on the body attitude is further illustrated in Figure 9A and B in terms of the time courses of thoracic angles and the time-averaged thoracic angles over the 3rd wingbeat cycle. As shown in Fig. 8A , there are peaks observed in the time courses of aerodynamic torques before and after the stroke reversal. It is seen that, even though the flapping wings generate the majority of the total aerodynamic torque, the body flexion also has an effect on the total aerodynamic torque as can be seen in the time-averaged values (Fig. 8B) because the shifts of the CoM position (Fig. 4D) leads to a change in the length of moment arm to each flapping wing. Note that the rate of the aerodynamic torque generated by the each body is less than 1 percent of the total aerodynamic torque in all three cases. It is also seen that there is the considerable difference of the time-averaged value of the aerodynamic torque from zero value in the straight body model (Fig. 8B) , this may be due to the disappearance of the damping effect on the interaction between the moving body and flapping wings in tethered flight. Moreover, it is seen that the concave body leads to reducing the aerodynamic torques compared to the straight body model at supination while keeping the aerodynamic torque unchanged at pronation. Interestingly, while the straight body model generates a slight time-averaged pitch-up torque under tethered condition, the concave body model generates a 60 percent larger time-averaged torque, resulting in a significant pitch-up within a few wingbeat cycles of free-flight (Fig. 9A-B) . On the other hand, the convex body can generate a pitch-down torque in a manner of time-averaged because the aerodynamic torque is reduced at pronation, which results in a rapid pitch-down in free-flight.
Effect of passive body flexion
Furthermore, our computational results of passive body flexion show that the body flexibility can affect the body attitude. Figure 10A and B show the time courses of the thoracic and abdominal angles with flexible bodies. The time-averaged thoracic angle and the amplitude of the oscillation of abdominal angle over the 5th cycle are also shown in Fig. 11A and B. It is seen that the thoracic angle is increased with decreasing stiffness from 0.1 MPa, and, interestingly, is decreased again when the body is more flexible than 0.03MPa. This nonlinearity is thought to be due to Computational results of passive body models. Time courses of (A) thoracic angles and (B) abdominal angles. Shaded area corresponds to downstroke of each wingbeat cycle. the non-linear resonance which is demonstrated by the previous studies with flexible wings (Mountcastle and Daniel, 2010, Eldredge, et al., 2010) . We are not going to discuss the detail of such phenomenon because of the complexity of the current model that simulates the interactions between aerodynamics, structural dynamics and flight dynamics. It is also seen that while the thoracic angle of the rigid abdomen is slightly increased with time and reaches 50 degree after 4 wingbeat cycles, the body with less flexible joint (E j0 = 0.1 MPa) is mostly stable, maintaining its initial thoracic angle throughout the free-flight simulation (Fig. 10A, Fig. 11A ). With respect to the abdominal angle, we see a feature of scattering oscillation with high-frequency components in each flexible body model, which is likely a result of resonance. However, it is also observed that the oscillating B amplitude seems to be increased with decreasing stiffness within the range defined here (Fig. 11B) . Note that the abdominal angles of all flexible bodies are calculated to be less than 7 degree at highest, which are much smaller than those of the active body flexion case. Such deformations (Fig. 10B) , however, can significantly affect the flight dynamics of hawkmoth hovering. It is still unclear yet whether such body flexibility plays a positive role in stabilizing the body dynamics, or merely result in some pitch-up or pitch-down of the body. In either case, it is of highly non-linear behaviors that are very likely associated with the interactions of aerodynamics and the flight dynamics of the flyer.
Summary
Flapping-wing flyers are subject to the inherent instabilities in their flight dynamics (Sun, et al., 2007) . In this study, we have studied the effects of active and passive body flexion on flight dynamics by using in-house CFD and FBD solvers. Our computational results with active body flexion indicate that the body flexion has a significant impact on the flight dynamics: while the convex or concave body flexion lead to a slight change of CoM less than 2 percent of the body length, such a change obviously results in a pronounced variation in body attitude within a few wing beat cycles. This points out that the CoM position can be a sensitive parameter in the analysis of flight dynamics and control of a flapping-wing flight, which may in case dominate the nature of maneuverability and flight stability. Furthermore, the free-flight simulations with flexible body models reveal that the body flexibility of a flapping-wing flyer can generate some pitch-up and pitch-down in a more complicated way than the steady body flexion, and, in particular, the abdominal oscillation very likely play a role in enhancing the flight stability.
Furthermore, our results point to the potential and usefulness of the body flexion in designing a bio-inspired flapping-wing MAV. Taking into account the mechanisms of active / passive body flexion may be able to let us simplify the control system in flapping-wing flights, which can be achieved by adjusting high-speed flapping-wing motions.
